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ATMOSPHERE

THE OBJECTIVE

FEELING OP TRUTH

PSYCHOIDGICAL GHOURDWGRH

A MOSPHEREI

The Fireside at the Inn:

Scene II:

The Wardlo family enters. bringing in an atmosphere or

gaioty and noise from the streets. There follows a Joyful meeting

and introductione. The daughters are vocy excited and with red

cheeho. but the moment'thoy one the Pickwickians they become nodeet

and love begino at once - it develops cautiously while the sun

sets. the lights are put on and the mean risen - an atmosphere of

love and romance.

Between Wardlc and Jingle there in suspicion immediately

because Jingle in an actor. This in the first meeting between

mary and Sam and there is the first spark between.them. Emily is

a new born being. afraid of everything - oho blushoe and becomes

pale at anything redemhling levo.

THE OBJECTIVE!

The general objective for everyone is, "I want to know

everything about you." Each person means a great deal for the other

person. This first meeting in like a knot from which all the love

scenes and ecandele develop. This is the moment when we can show

the audience that these people have come together, and from thin

moment we havo the right to develop the whole Pickwick story. We
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must justify all the things which we will develop later on. For

inutunoo, the girls must meet the young men with so much concern

that we can believe that they will become levero. If it in Just a

meeting without any deeper scenes. the scone will logo its importance.

Appreciate that you are meeting each other for the first

time, and explore each other and gradually find one another. The

first moment in one of groping for each other. From this puyehological

point you can develop many humorous things later. Take the moment

of meeting, and look at it as if through a magnifying glass! 50 that

it becomes a great moment - a tense moment in the play.

The Piekwiokionn in the Inn:

Their objective is to escape from the crowd of pureuere.

In this situation Jingle in like a fish in water ~ wherever there

is a quarrel he in at home. He understand when to knock. whnnito

shout. etc. Imagine him on a creative epirit in this fight uith

the crowd ~ he knows how to manage and command the whole crowd.

The Fickwiokieno take the situation tragically.’ They ro-

tire in solitude, overcome. It is a very serious moment for then.

Sam in very much like a jugglor physically - not too many

movements - he does only the absolutely necessary things, whereas

Jingle is a creative spirit. In quarrele. Sam brings order in

such situations by his clovcrnoeo and skilfulnoso. Jingle in at

one time a ecoundrel and at the other a good-hearted, charming man.

PEELIHG 0F TRUTH:

The motto for this scene. on for the whole play. must be
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the feelinp of truth. We make the mistake of knowing too well what

 

is going to happen. and this is Wrong from the actor's point of

view — you must always believe in things which may come unexpectedly ~

you must ulwuye be waiting for the unexpected and the unknown. 12

you will follow and trust this feeling of truth. you will because

more one more free. For instance. when the Piokwicklanc are in

the Inn after having been beaten. end the noise of Hardin's family

is heard. it would have been natural and truthful to have noticed

who wae_eomlng - and psychologically even more necessary because

it might have been the crowd again.

FSYCHCLOGICAL G}: GUANDYICRKJ

He must take all this preliminary work no the ground on

which we must build. Without these main psychological nurlnzo -

the meeting of these people who are going to become more involved.

these people who are beaten, ete.. - without this special background

we can't develop the psychology which no need. The words are funny

because they are Dicken's words. but our business is ea show the

funny actor's psychology which Dickens could not do, because he was

notcn actor. We wlll not apoil his words but will discover a new

humor in them. no is so deep in his humor that he can always be

discovered anew and no one can discos: it better than ueteru.

But this means we must find the nouns we must find out

the means to create a funny or tragic psychology. We must not rely

upon the text. but we must rather rely upon the actor's soul and

psychology. So elaborate certain ggounduerk psycholoqv. than you
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will do the work much more sensibly. Then the words which will be

added to this developed psychology will become cgarkling.

Jingle muot speak everything clearly and concretely. he

meat be absolutely concrete and material and from this will come

the meet charming spiritual quality for this character.

When the Piekwickiene enter the Inn after the crowd hao

beaten them. they are still psychologically with the crowd until

gradually. under Jingle'e activity. they try to understand what he

is speaking about until they come to the state where they are

absorbed by Jingle ~ astonished by him. The time in actually short.

but try to distribute their inner action.

Sag ang Mery'g Love ncegoa

This love scene in quite different from the others in

the sense that it io absolutely truthful in all the moments they are

speaking together. Some of Diekono'_cheraetero epeak absolutely

openly without any seetimont. quite different from the pretentiene

of some of the others. 'Thie scene must not be taken in a rude way.

but very simple and true.

love neono Between Tubman and Bachel-

Thoy epoek this scene without looking at each other -

avoiding each other'a eyee. because when their eyes meet it is the

last thing for them and from the effect of this moment they have to

recover - they step speaking. breathing. etc.

Love gcene Between Tunman and Rachel - Second Moment:

This takes place in great secrecy - the house in full of
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poople who muot not know about this affair — it is a grout disaster

when Tuppy falnts. In the firut moment of tho three love momenta,

it is as if Rachel yrotondo that Iupman is teaching her - in the

second momont. she is very serious and "as-if“ innocent — in the

third moment, it is a catastrophe for her.

The foolinn of truth in this play will help us to avoid

tho usual way of performing comedy. We must not anticipate how

wc will not. If you really vicualizo and imagino the situations,

you will never believe the fooling of truth. Each comedy in original

and each moment is unexpected. If you try to act too soon. you will

logo the meaning before you have really understood it. Everything

becomes the some because of this too-early acting. You should road

the lines for the simple meaning of the words. When you act too

early your conscience becomes stupid - red. white or back are all

tho some to you.

But in our Studio wo are trying to go the human way in

our rehearsals - to understand tho meaning first. If you undo:—

stand this properly your artistic nature will respond to it and accept

it. On tho basis of such work it will not take long for tho actor

to act. We must appreciate that our profession ie a very serious

one. but we must be able to take it jokingly - it in deep and pro-

found psychologically. but it must be done jokingly.

Tupman is a person who is constantly humming A littlo tune

to himself - he does not talk, he bums. From the moment when he

swoono he progresses to a state wherein ho is too gay. When he

aaya "1 how to her wisdom." his activity changes and his objective
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is to do something immediately.

Jingle says everything venly clearly but so that none will

understand him. When he spanks to Tupmen he in no if speaking to

an idiot. He is anxious to impress him with the seriousness of the

whole situation. so he is “an:lf" worried.

In the scene between Jingle and the Pickwickiane Mr. Fich-

wick tries to keep Sam quiet and in order.

Second moment of love between Rachel & Tucmannx

when Euchd.entore she io an old woman looking for a man.

When she finds Tupman she brightens. Tupman becomes more aggressive

afton "Fielding says." He contracts after Rachel slips out of his

embrace. In the third levo moment ho is absolutely passionate.

The Firoch cone:

 

anhel'e objective in to conquer everything and everybody

around he; except her brother. Jingle'c objective is to find out

what good he can get out ef1his situation.

Jinelo‘e Eroogeal scene:

Atmosphere of night and danger overywhore-- conepiracy.

Jingle uses a feeling of beauty to win Rachel - he kills her with

his beauty. For Rachel everything Jingle does is holy.

Throughout thin whole scene Jingle imagines and creates

everything at the moment. He is the host - the life of the party -

inspired. He does not speak anything, he creates everything. He

astonishea himself. He feels exposed when Wardlo recognizee him.

The whole character can be elaborated and developed from this moment.
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In the scene with Faehel and Tupmnn. Jingle wants to

inform them that they are in danger. bfiehel's objective is: ”1

want to get rid of the whole world and save the whole situation."

From the moment Joe is gone Rachel's gesture is to bow to Jingle

in worship as her saviour. Jingle is flying in a higher werlfi be-

cause of his power.

After Jingle has disclosed to Raehalthat Tupman wants

her money, he speaks to her with a gesture of pushing her down

ruthlesuly. The vagabend is awakened in him. He tries to fieueh

her with his hands. Rachel's gesture in to sink down. 'After "watch

'em." Rachel's gesture is growing.
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